strategy. 7, 8 Underlying causes include the need for drug-induced hyperemia causing patient discomfort, a prolonged procedure time, and reimbursement systems not favoring FFR-based diagnostic strategies. To overcome these limitations, several attempts to derive FFR with methods based on 3-dimensional imaging modalities have been undertaken. [9] [10] [11] [12] Quantitative flow ratio (QFR; Medis medical imaging system bv, The Netherlands) is a computation of FFR based on (1) a 3-dimensional reconstruction of the stenotic vessel rendered from 2 angiographic projections, and (2) contrast flow frame count. The optimal approach for QFR computation was evaluated in the FAVOR pilot study (Diagnostic Accuracy of Fast Computational Approaches to Derive Fractional Flow Reserve from Diagnostic Coronary Angiography) where computation by frame count-based estimation of contrast flow velocity showed favorable results. 13 Hence, this method was applied in the WIFI II study (Wire-Free Functional Imaging II) and is denoted as QFR. In WIFI II, we aimed to evaluate the feasibility and diagnostic performance of QFR in consecutive prospectively enrolled patients.
Methods

Study Design
WIFI II was a predefined prospective, observational, investigatorinitiated Dan-NICAD substudy with paired assessment of QFR and pressure wire-based FFR. Patients with suspected coronary artery disease and indication for coronary computed tomographic angiography (CTA) evaluation were enrolled at 2 referring centers (Department of Cardiology, Hospitalsenheden Midt, Silkeborg, Denmark; and Department of Cardiology, Hospitalsenheden Vest, Herning, Denmark) between September 11, 2014 , and March 31, 2016. 14 Patients with stenosis identified by coronary CTA were referred for invasive coronary angiography (ICA) and formed the study population of WIFI II. Lesions with diameter stenosis (DS) of 30% to 90% in vessels with a reference diameter >2.0 mm by visual estimate entered the analyzed population. Angiographic and procedural exclusion criteria were (1) <2 projections with visible stenosis; (2) stenosis in the ostium of the right coronary artery or the left main coronary artery; (3) no administration of intracoronary nitrates; and (4) pressure wire position not documented angiographically. All patients provided informed written consent. The Danish Data Protection Agency and The Central Denmark Region Committees on Health Research Ethics approved the study. At least 2 authors (J.W. and N.R.H.) had access to all data presented. All authors are responsible for the data integrity. The study material will not be made available to other researchers for competitive reasons.
Invasive Coronary Angiography
ICA was scheduled within 4 weeks after completing a coronary CTA. The procedure was performed with 6F catheters through a radial or femoral access and administration of 250 μg of intracoronary nitroglycerine. All lesions with 30% to 90% DS by visual assessment were evaluated by 2 projections rotated around the axis of the vessel with minimum 25° separation aiming for minimal foreshortening and no vessel overlap. Acquisitions were acquired manually at 15 frames per second and with forceful contrast injections.
FFR Assessment
FFR was measured according to the prespecified protocol. Volcano FFR (San Diego, CA) and St. Jude medical FFR (Saint Paul, MN) systems were used. Hyperemia was induced by administration of 140 μg min −1 kg −1 adenosine in a femoral or brachial vein. Fluctuating hemodynamics was evaluated as decreased hyperemia, and the infusion speed was increased accordingly. Limited drift with a ratio of distal pressure/proximal pressure (Pd/Pa) at the guiding catheter tip ranging from 0.96 to 1.04 was accepted. For FFR values between 0.76 and 0.84, only minor drift values between 0.98 and 1.02 were accepted.
FFR Core Laboratory Analysis
Blinded observers analyzed the waveforms for all traces at the central core laboratory (Interventional Coronary Imaging Core Laboratory; Aarhus University Hospital, Denmark). The FFR readings were assessed for achievement of hyperemia, no significant loss of Pa and Pd, no severe dampening, and acceptable drift. Each analysis provided Pd and Pa values at baseline and intravascular FFR values. Resting Pd/Pa was noted if at least 8 s of stable value was identified in the trace before induction of hyperemia. A core laboratory reading of FFR ≤0.80 was used as diagnostic cutoff value.
QFR Computation
QFR was computed using the QAngio XA 3-dimensional (3D) 1.1 software package (Medis Medical Imaging System bv, The Netherlands) by an observer blinded to the FFR readings. The methodology was described previously. 13 In brief, a 3D model of the vessel of interest was constructed based on automated contouring of the vessel in 2 angiographic projections. Subsequently, estimated contrast flow velocity (eCFV) was determined using frame count analysis by indicating the frames where contrast entered and exited the segmented part of the vessel. The eCFV obtained during resting conditions was automatically converted into a virtual hyperemic flow velocity using a quadratic function. Finally, the application computed the pressure drop along the segmented vessel enabling QFR reading at any point along the vessel. QFR ≤0.80 was used as diagnostic cutoff value.
Flow Velocity Estimation
The frame count method used is modified from conventional trombolysis in myocardial infarction frame counting by only counting frames of contrast transit in the reconstructed vessel or subsegments. 13 The flow characteristics were described for all cases with eCFV at baseline conditions.
Two-Dimensional Quantitative Coronary Angiography
All angiograms were assessed by standard 2D quantitative coronary angiography analysis (QAngioXA 7.3; Medis Medical Imaging System bv, The Netherland) by a separate core laboratory (ClinFact, Leiden, The Netherlands). The observers only received diagnostic angiographic runs and were blinded to any potential treatment and to FFR and QFR results.
Repeatability Analysis
Repeated analysis included the last 40 lesions analyzed by the same observer 6 months after completing the last QFR computation. Repeated analysis was performed using the same angiographic frames.
FFR-QFR Hybrid Strategy
A hybrid diagnostic approach using QFR as the main diagnostic method and only performing FFR measurements in a grey zone around the cut point was constructed. QFR limits were determined by area under the receiver operating curve curve analysis for which sensitivity and specificity were both >90% compared with FFR. The QFR-FFR hybrid method was modeled assuming that lesions with QFR values between the 90% limits follow the FFR binary cutoff. The fraction of potential adenosine-free and wire-free procedures were calculated ( Figure I in the Data Supplement).
Power Calculation
On the basis of data from the FAVOR pilot study, 10 we estimated the sensitivity and specificity of QFR to be 0.74 and 0.91, respectively. Combined with a presumed hemodynamically significant (FFR≤0.80) stenosis prevalence of 30%, 220 lesions were required to obtain sufficient power with 10% precision on each side of the confidence interval (CI). To account for FFR-and QFR-related exclusions, 250 lesions with FFR measurement were needed. The WIFI II Study (Wire-Free Functional Imaging II)
Statistical Analysis
Baseline results are presented as mean and SD or range as appropriate. Feasibility of QFR was determined as the fraction of successful wire FFR measurements where the corresponding QFR was computed. The correlation between QFR and FFR was assessed with Spearman correlation coefficient. As FFR is a vessel-specific index, measurements from multiple lesions assessed with FFR in the same patient were assumed to be independent. A Bland-Altman plot and Wilcoxon signed-rank test were used to visualize and compare QFR and FFR. An extension of the Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used to detect trends across strata of stenosis severities. Mann-Whitney U test, unpaired t test, Fisher exact test (when 2 groups), and χ 2 test (when ≥2 groups) were used to test for numeric and binary differences in baseline characteristics when grouped by FFR-QFR concordance/discordance. Multiple linear regression was performed to identify predictors of increased absolute difference between FFR and QFR. Variables with clinical importance (age, sex, body mass index, hypertension, vessel, %DS, and FFR) and a P value <0.20 were included in the model. Because of non-normal distribution of the absolute QFR-FFR difference, data were transformed by (log(abs_dif+0.01)). Diagnostic performance was assessed with a nonparametric analysis of area under the receiver operating characteristic curve, and separate QFR cut points were derived for which sensitivity and specificity were each >90%. On the basis of the Fractional Flow Reserve to Determine the Approriateness of Angioplasty in Moderate Coronary Stenosis (DEFER) trial results, the performance analysis was repeated excluding FFR values between 0.77 and 0.83, where the FFR classification certainty is around 80% for repeated measurements.
15 P values <0.05 were considered significant. Analysis was performed using STATA version 13 (StataCorp, College Stadion, TX).
Results
In the Dan-NICAD study, 362 patients were referred for ICA, and FFR was measured in 292 lesions from 191 patients. Ten patients (5%) were excluded because of insufficient FFR documentation and 9 patients (5%) because of predefined angiographic and procedural exclusion criteria. Exclusions were because of ostial left main coronary artery stenosis (n=1), missing angiographic projections (n=2), no nitroglycerine administration (n=2), ostial right coronary artery disease (=1), angiographic storage issue (n=1), and no documentation of pressure wire position (n=2; Figure 1 ; Figure II in the Data Supplement), leaving 172 patients with 255 lesions in the group entering analysis. Multivessel disease was observed in 32% of the patients. Investigated lesions had a mean DS of 50±12% (2D quantitative coronary angiography). Baseline characteristics are listed in Table 1 and Table I in the Data Supplement. 
Pressure and Flow Characteristics
QFR Computation Feasibility
QFR computation was successful in 240 of 255 (95%) lesions. Unsuccessful QFR computations were because of overlap at the lesion segment of interest (n=6), excessive foreshortening in stenotic segments (n=7), insufficient contrast flow quality (n=1), and inability to contour a tight stenosis because of poor contrast filling (n=1). 
Diagnostic Performance
Comparison of QFR with FFR as reference standard resulted in an AUC for QFR of 0.86 (95% CI, 0.81-0.91). Accuracy was 83% for QFR computation with 66 true positives, 132 true negatives, 20 false positives, and 22 false negatives. Overall sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value, and negative predictive value were 77% (95% CI, 66-85), 86% (95% CI, 79-91), 75% (95% CI, 65-84), and 87% (95% CI, 80-92), respectively ( Table 2) . QFR computation performed significantly better than DS derived from 2D quantitative coronary angiography (AUC 0.86 versus 0.61; P<0.0001) with FFR as gold standard (Figure 4 ). Mean difference between QFR and FFR was 0.01±0.08 for the left anterior descending artery, 0.01±0.05 for diagonal branches, 0.02±0.10 for the right coronary artery, 0.03±0.08 for the left circumflex artery, 0.02±0.09 for obtuse marginal branches, and 0.02±0.04 for the left coronary main artery. We found no per vessel difference for mean difference between QFR and FFR (P=0.10). A total of 123 (52%) patients had >1 lesion with paired FFR and QFR assessment. There was no difference in mean difference±SD for FFR-QFR when grouped by multiple lesions versus single lesion (multiple lesions 0.01±0.09 versus single lesion 0.01±0.07; P=0.38). There was no difference in clinical characteristics stratified by FFR/QFR correspondence (Table II in the Data Supplement). Low FFR was a predictor of increased absolute difference between QFR and FFR after adjusting for body mass index, %DS, and vessel location (Table III in 
Diagnostic Cutoff Values
QFR accuracy improved when excluding cases with FFR values in the range of 0.77 to 0.83 (83%-87%; P=0.002) around the diagnostic cut point. By AUC analysis, the QFR limits to yield specificity and sensitivity >90% were 0.78 and 0.87, respectively. A QFR-FFR hybrid approach with the 0.78 and 0.87 limits was modeled and indicated that QFR based on the present results enables wire-free and adenosine-free procedures in 68% of cases (Figure 4) . The limits to yield >95% accuracy were 0.71 and 0.90 resulting in wire-free and adenosine-free procedure in 42% of cases.
Discussion
WIFI II is the first adequately powered study to assess the feasibility and diagnostic performance of functional lesion evaluation by QFR. We showed that QFR was feasible and provided good diagnostic performance compared with conventional wire-based FFR assessment in prospectively enrolled patients with intermediate risk.
Comparison to the Existing Literature
Several approaches for approximation of FFR by computation of invasive-or noninvasive-derived angiographic images have been 17-21 Published CTA-based FFR methods are based on computational fluid dynamics and assumptions on physiological models for coronary blood flow. QFR differs from these approaches by avoiding the need for computational fluid dynamics that requires extensive computing. QFR is derived from fluid dynamic equations incorporating vessel geometry, assumptions on flow through a stenosis, and vessel tapering in relation to side branch exits as described in detail by Tu et al. 13 Hence, the inherited limitations of fixed boundary conditions are minimized, and computation is performed without noticeable delay using a Windows-based computer improving inprocedure feasibility of QFR. We found an agreement of QFR to FFR comparable and slightly better than most studies comparing CTA-based FFR and FFR (Table IV in Thus, because only 17% had FFR ≤0.80 in NXT (36% in WIFI II), the SDs are not comparable. QFR-and CTA-based FFR computation strategies are potentially feasible at different steps in the diagnostic process and may therefore complement each other rather than compete. The results from WIFI II are in line with the FAVOR pilot study that investigated the optimal approach for QFR computation. 13 We observed a lower AUC and a higher SD which may be caused by the stricter inclusion of consecutive patients in WIFI II and an intention on excluding as few as possible based on impaired angiographic quality. Further, all QFR computations in the FAVOR pilot study were performed by the highly trained inventor of QFR (S.T.) which might attribute further to the observed difference. Several alternative approaches for ICA-derived FFR computation exist. Morris et al 11 documented a good agreement between their virtual-FFR method and FFR. However, the lesion distribution and study design was different (20% with FFR≤0.80, 24 hours computation time, and inclusion of lesions both pre-and post-stenting, Table III in the Data Supplement). The overall agreement of virtual-FFR with FFR was better than for QFR reported in this study, but importantly, the SD of virtual-FFR with FFR as reference for prestent measurements was 0.10 and thus similar to 0.08 for QFR in this report. 11 The virtual functional assessment index proposed by Papafaklis et al 9 is not equivalent to FFR but showed a good diagnostic performance in a retrospective study with FFR as reference standard. The virtual functional assessment index computation time was reported to an average of 15 minutes with 7 minutes contributed to computational fluid dynamics simulations. Because QFR does not require the computational fluid dynamics step, QFR is potentially faster increasing the clinical feasibility. 9 A direct comparison between time to FFR and QFR during diagnostic angiography is assessed in FAVOR II E-J (Clinical Trial Registration-URL: https://www. clinicaltrials.gov. Unique identifier: NCT02959814).
Comparison to FFR
The gold standard FFR is extensively validated with a single cutoff value of 0.80 or 0.75. More prognostic information is derived from FFR as the numeric value of FFR has a continuous relationship with outcomes, meaning that lower values gain more benefit from revascularization, whereas values around Free Functional Imaging II) the FFR cut point of 0.80 approach the percutaneous coronary intervention-related event rate. 22 Diagnostic accuracy of QFR improved significantly if only compared with FFR values outside an FFR interval of 0.77 to 0.83 (83% improved to 87%; P=0.002). Reclassification of FFR diagnosis for repeated measurements of values around the cut point indicates a sealing for the theoretical achievable diagnostic precision for any modality compared with FFR. 15 This phenomenon related to all diagnostic tests with a dichotomous cut off emphasizes the limitation of dichotomous interpretation of FFR. In WIFI II, almost one fourth of the stenoses were within the range of 0.77 to 0.83.
QFR-FFR Hybrid Approach
As for all virtual indices that were compared with FFR (Table IV in the Data Supplement), the reported agreement and diagnostic performance of QFR with FFR as reference showed variation that might limit the individual patient decisions. This was likewise observed for the initial instantaneous wave-free ratio FFR comparison studies. However, instantaneous wavefree ratio was recently shown to provide noninferior clinical outcome compared with FFR. 23, 24 Awaiting evidence that a QFR-based strategy yields clinical outcome comparable to FFR, a hybrid QFR-FFR diagnostic approach could be a first step in clinical integration. On the basis of the assumption applied in the (instantaneous wave-free ratio)-FFR hybrid strategies, 25, 26 standard pressure wire-based FFR assessment would be required in 32% of the cases in a QFR-FFR hybrid strategy (Figure 4) . The potential two-third reduction in need for pressure wires and medical-induced hyperemia may improve overall patient comfort and lead to substantial cost reductions. The modeled hybrid approach is hypothesis generating and should be tested in an independent population.
Combined Pressure and Flow
The QFR algorithm is sensitive to the underlying patient-specific eCFV. 13 Estimation of flow velocity based on modified contrast frame counting is not validated against invasively measured coronary flow velocity, and contrast injection may cause changes in hemodynamics itself. 27 However, our eCFV values at baseline are numerically consistent with recent data from the Iberian-DutchEnglish (IDEAL) collaborators. 28 QFR was tuned to match FFR that presently is the best-validated lesion-specific index, but the definition of a true clinical gold standard for identification of lesion-specific ischemic potential is continuously developing and refined. Previous studies documented a possible discriminative power of simultaneous pressure and flow measurements that has to be further elucidated by addressing the importance of discordance between hemodynamic parameters for patient outcomes.
29, 30 Hence, QFR could develop as routine diagnostic tool pending further validation to reflect the stenosis-specific pressure gradient while being able to complement with flow characteristics.
Clinical Feasibility of QFR
The promising results of this study warrant the validation by in-procedure QFR assessment. The early version of the QFR application used in the trial required user interaction to delineate the lumen contours and for contrast flow estimation. Further, the effect of standardized contrast injection (ie, standard dose or automated injection) has not yet been clarified. User interaction could cause variation in analysis and particularly in patients with diffuse disease combined with suboptimal angiographic image quality. This is reflected in the reported SD for repeated analysis (0.06) which is larger than the imprecision for repeated FFR measurement of 0.02. 31 Interobserver agreement was not assessed in this study. Before QFR solutions are Free Functional Imaging II) implemented in clinical practice, analysis training and elaborate, evidence-based standard operating procedures are important to ensure uniform, consistent, and repeatable QFR analysis.
Limitations
QFR analysis was performed after receiving the application based on the final QFR algorithm; thus, in-procedure feasibility was not evaluated in WIFI II. As experience with QFR at study start was limited, the importance of optimal angiographic views and optimal image quality was not fully appreciated during the early phase of the study. In-procedure QFR may improve results as the direct feedback to the percutaneous coronary intervention operator after early identification of insufficient angiographic quality could improve overall performance of QFR. Dedicated bifurcation QFR analysis software was not available during the QFR analysis in WIFI II, and results derived in lesions involving a large side branch might therefore improve with future iterations of QFR. A common analysis protocol was applied to all lesion subsets, but specific lesions types or localizations requiring an adjusted algorithm or different analysis approach cannot be ruled out with the present level of evidence. As patients were referred to ICA based on coronary CTA, a portion of patients presented with nonobstructive coronary artery disease without lesions of >30% DS and were not eligible for the study procedure. Further, the results presented should be interpreted by appreciating the lesion distribution with a dominant proportion of nonischemic lesions which might have impacted the specificity and negative predictive value results (Figure 2) . However, the setup of WIFI II reflects normal clinical practice when examining intermediate-risk patients.
Conclusions
Functional lesion evaluation by QFR measurement is feasible and shows good agreement and diagnostic accuracy compared with FFR in patients with intermediate stenosis. QFR may emerge as a safe and cost-reducing diagnostic modality potentially improving the utilization of physiological guided decision making. The promising results call for a randomized comparison of clinical outcome after QFR-and FFR-based diagnostic strategies in a multicenter setup.
